“Best Practice” method with ISCS and Optomate Online
To achieve the best results from your conversion to Optomate Online, we recommend
the following tools to help you get the most out of the new features that Optomate now
has access to.
With Optomate Online installed, Optomate can automatically retrieve overnight, a
supplier’s stock listing, keeping your frame & sunglass listings current within Optomate.
Every night, Optomate will also be able to update your existing items ‘status’ at the
supplier – ie. Current, Discontinued, Back Order etc.
Now, you will be able to arrive your new stock with a barcode scanner, saving hours of
time, as the items and their details already exist in your system.
We suggest the following scanners, available through Harris Technology. Call 1300 13 9999 to order as they are not
always available online, or choose another barcode scanner which will work as well:

USB (wired) Bar Code Scanner
Datalogic QuickScan I QD2130
(Tech code – W7109)
Specifications






Bluetooth Datalogic QuickScan
QS6500BT Wireless Barcode Scanner
(Tech code - T6906)

Reads 270 scans per second
USB 2m cable, easy to install or share – no
software to install
Bright LED and beeper with adjustable
volume
Rugged casing
Warranty – 3 year return to base

Ex GST Price: $103.64 plus $10+ Freight
(Freight price will vary depending on
your location)

Specifications








Reads 450 scans per second
Linear Image wireless Barcode Reader
BlueTooth Class, line of sight range
Includes Base and USB Cable
Average 10 hrs running time, before
re-charge required
Great for stocktakes around the practice
Warranty: 3yrs Return To Base

Ex GST Price: $554.55 plus $10+ freight

There are many different ways to attach barcodes to your frames. Some of these include sticking a printed Avery
Label to the frame temple. Many frames have intricate temples and cleaning the sticky residue from the temple may
result in discoloration or damage to the product.
A number of suppliers can provide frame tags, which slide on to the temple, and you then attach the sticker to this
instead. The best one we’ve found so far, is the Vinyl Frame Tags (large) from Hilco Australia, as it is large enough to
hold the label, and the sticker adheres well to both sides. Other tags on the market are not as successful.
You then attach the Avery sticker (printed with the barcode and frame details, from within Optomate to the vinyl tag
and slide the tag onto the temple. Even wide temples are OK, as the tag will simply remain closer to the bend above
the ear, if necessary. You can remove the tag reasonably easily, to allow a customer to try the frame on, without the
hindrance of the tag on the temple.
These tags can also be re-used if you sell an item and intend to re-order the same item as a replacement (Eg: from
Floor Plan), so simply put aside, and then attach to the new frame when it arrives in.
They may be purchased in different quantities to suit your practice.
15/104/1000
15/104/5100
15/104/9100
Contact:

Hilco Australia P/L
Toll Free Phone:
Toll Free Fax:

LARGE VINYL TAGS BOX 100
LARGE VINYL TAGS BOX 500
LARGE VINYL TAGS BOX 1000

$10.52 (ex GST)
$49.73 (ex GST)
$90.41 (ex GST)

1800 217 651
1800 217 972

General Optical can also supply the adhesive labels which are the equivalent to the Avery labels that you are probably
already using to print your barcodes. They are delivered in a box of 100 sheets for $88.00 (inc. GST). Each sheet has
65 Labels (5 columns x 13 rows).
To place an order for the Adhesive labels, either:



Contact Sarah Revithiadis on (02) 9697 8085 or email srevithiadis@genop.com.au
Use the Optomate Today screen, and click on the Barcode Labels order page on the right hand side.

